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Jargon busting – glossary of terms (extract)
Jargon Busted
DBP Deferred bonus plan

LTIP Long-term incentive plan

PSP Performance share plan

RSU Restricted stock unit

SAYE Save As You Earn (or Sharesave) plan

SIP Share Incentive Plan
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Jargon busting – glossary of terms (extract)
Jargon Busted
Employees’ share ownership plan ESOP In the UK, “ESOP” is used to describe arrangements involving an employee benefit trust and share plans. It is also 

commonly used to describe the employee benefit trust. In the US, “ESOP” is used to describe a type of retirement benefit 
scheme.

Employee benefit trust (or EBT) or an 
employee share ownership trust (or ESOT)

A trust established to “warehouse” shares to be used to satisfy options and share awards made under employee share 
plans.

NICs or National Insurance contributions This is a levy (a form of taxation) payable by employers, employees and the self-employed at given rates on earnings. 
Most of the provisions relating to NICs are contained in secondary legislation, that is statutory instruments setting out 
regulations, rather than primary legislation (Acts of Parliament).

Nominal or par value Every share has a nominal (or par) value; this is different from its market value. It is assigned to a share by the issuing 
company and is usually a very small amount that bears no relationship to the share’s market price. It is used in statutory 
and accounting requirements and it measures the liability of a shareholder to contribute to the capital of a company unless 
the shareholder has agreed to pay more than nominal value. That excess payment above nominal value is called a share 
premium.

Treasury shares Shares which a company buys back from shareholders may hold in treasury (since end of 2003, before this, bought back 
shares had to be cancelled). One of the permitted uses of treasury shares is to be transferred out for the purposes of an 
employees’ share scheme. There are specific tax, accounting, disclosure and regulatory obligations relating to treasury 
shares.

Vest In relation to options, “vest” usually means that the employee becomes entitled to exercise the option and acquire the 
shares subject to it on paying the option price. In relation to share awards “vest” usually means that the employee 
becomes entitled to the shares or to benefit from them, such as dividends (this is called a beneficial interest in the 
shares).
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Share purchase Growth plansFree shares

Structures of share plans

Three main structures of share plans:
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Free shares: award types

• Shares issued or transferred up front, subject to restrictions (or 
forfeiture, in the case of forfeitable shares)

• Legal title held by employee or by a nominee on employee’s behalf
• Transfer mechanics to buy back shares on leaving / forfeiture
• May be able to vote and receive dividends 

Free share award

Restricted shares

Nil-cost options

Conditional awards

Phantom awards

• No shares issued or transferred up front, only on exercise
• Employees need to take action to exercise and acquire shares
• No cost payable to exercise (‘nil-cost option’)
• No dividends but can receive ‘dividend equivalents’

• No shares issued or transferred up front, only on vesting / exit
• Employees don’t need to take action to acquire shares
• Typically have employment and performance conditions
• No dividends but can receive ‘dividend equivalents’

• Looks like a share award but settled in cash
• Cash amount can be related to share price or other metric
• Any plan can be a ‘phantom’ plan (i.e. settled in cash), if plan rules 

allow it
• No dividends but can receive ‘dividend equivalents’
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Share purchase plans: key features

Share purchase plan

Employees buy 
shares

Discount?

Matching shares?

No conditions?

The employees might be able to buy shares at a discount to market 
price. The discount would normally be paid by the company, either 
by topping up the amount contributed by the employees or by 
issuing shares to employees at a discounted price.

The employees might buy shares at market value with the company 
allocating free shares on a matched basis. E.g. they might get one 
free share for every four shares they buy with their own money.

Employment conditions: possible that employees who leave lose all 
the shares, but general view is that it is harsh for employees to lose 
shares bought with their own money
Not normally subject to performance conditions; though discounted or 
matching element might be

Employees can buy shares with their own money (deducted from salary, 
annual bonus or their own funds) 
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Growth plans: types of awards

Growth plans

Options

Stock/share 
appreciation rights

• Like an option with exercise price based on market value.
• Different to options, as when exercise, employees don’t pay the 

exercise price.
• Employees get a number of free shares equal in value to the full 

number of shares under the option less the exercise price. 
• Advantage for the company is that it doesn’t use up as many shares -

dilution limits
• Also possible to deliver the ‘profit’, i.e. increase in share price, in cash

• No shares issued or transferred up front, only on exercise
• Employees need to take action to exercise and acquire shares
• Exercise price (normally share price at grant)
• No dividends but can receive ‘dividend equivalents’

Example of Stock Appreciation Right
A company grants an option over 100 shares. When the option is 

exercised, the company has to issue or transfer 100 shares, 
whatever the actual value to the employee. If the exercise price 

was £1 per share and the market value at exercise was £1.05, the 
employee is only going to make a profit of £5 on exercise on 

delivery of 100 shares. It is not terribly efficient. 
By contrast, with the stock appreciation right, only £5 worth of 

shares would be delivered (i.e 4.76 shares).
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Tax-favoured plans - UK

• Share purchase with match
• Free shares
• All-employee

Share Incentive Plan (SIP) – ITEPA Schedule 2

• Discounted exercise price
• Employee savings to pay exercise price
• All-employee

Sharesave (SAYE) – ITEPA Schedule 3

• Market value options
• Discretionary

Company Share Option Plan (CSOP) – ITEPA Schedule 4

• Small companies only
• Options with any (or no) exercise price
• Very generous tax breaks

Enterprise Management Incentive (EMI) – ITEPA Schedule 5

Small 
company
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Tax-favoured plans in more detail

Share Incentive Plan
(SIP)

• Share incentive plans offer:

(a) share purchases using 
deductions from 
employee salaries;

(b) matching shares to 
match the shares 
purchased by 
employees; 

(c) free shares

• Plans have to be offered to 
all employees of the group 
on more or less similar 
terms and tax benefits are 
relatively limited

Sharesave
(SAYE)

• Options are granted with a 
discounted exercise price of 
up to a 20% of market 
value of the shares at grant

• Options are linked to 
savings made by 
employees from salary over 
the life of the option

• Savings are used to fund 
the exercise price and buy 
the underlying shares

• SAYE plans have to be 
offered to all employees of 
the group on a more or less 
similar basis and the values 
involved are relatively low

Company Share 
Option Plan 

(CSOP)
• Options are granted with an 

exercise price based on 
market value of shares at 
the time of grant

• Options can be granted to 
any employee chosen by 
the company

• For this reason it is called a 
discretionary plan

Enterprise 
Management 

Incentive (EMI)

• Enterprise management 
incentive, or EMI, options 
are for small companies

• Limits in the rules on the 
size of company that can 
grant EMI options

• Very flexible and tax breaks 
are very generous
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Option plans (continued)

An option has two phases: 

• If an employee leaves employment other than as a good leaver, the option will normally lapse

• As mentioned, there are tax-favoured option plans in the UK

• The key is action is required by the employee for them to receive value

Period between grant and 
vesting during which the option 

cannot be exercised 

If employee is still in 
employment, performance 
conditions are assessed to 

determine how many shares 
may be acquired on exercise 
That is the number of shares 

which have “vested”

The exercise period, in which 
the employee can exercise the 

option (at any time they 
choose)

Phase 1 Phase 2

Options – two phases

GRANT VESTING DATEVesting period / Performance period Exercise period
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Option plans (continued)

Conditional awards only have one phase: 

• If an employee leaves employment during phase 1 other than as a good leaver, the award will normally lapse

• There might be a post-vesting holding period – in this case, employees become legal and beneficial owner of the shares 
at the vesting date, but will be prohibited from selling or transferring the shares until after the end of the holding period. 
Holding periods can be applied to options or conditional awards.

Period between grant and vesting during which the 
award-holder is not a shareholder

Awards are subject to vesting or performance 
conditions

If employee is still in employment, any performance 
conditions are assessed to determine how many 

shares will be issued/transferred to employee
That is the number of shares which have “vested”

Phase 1

Conditional awards – just one phase

GRANT VESTING DATEVesting period / Performance period
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Common features for all structures (…jargon?)

Vesting Period and good leavers

Performance Conditions

Dividend Equivalents
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Questions?
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Income Tax 

 Personal allowance (currently £12,570, reduced (£1 less for every £2 earned over £100,000) and £0 by £125,000)

 Marginal rates - basic rate (£12,571-£37,700: 20%), higher rate (£37,701 - £150,000: 40%) and additional rate (£150,000+: 
45%)

National Insurance Contributions (on employment income delivered in cash or “readily convertible assets”)

 Employee's – weekly earnings between £184.01 and £967 (12%), 2% above weekly earnings of £967

 Employer's – weekly earnings over £170 - 13.8%

(Apprenticeship levy of 0.5% for employers with an annual pay bill of >£3m) (Health & Social Care Levy of 1.25% from 6 April 
2022).

Dividend Income

 Dividend allowance (currently £2,000) 

 Marginal rates – basic rate (7.5%), higher rate (32.5%) and additional rate (38.1%)

Capital Gains Tax

 10% (or 20% for higher and additional rate taxpayers (28% for residential property or carried interest)) 

 Annual exemption (currently £12,300 for individuals and £6,150 for most trustees)

Setting the scene … Income Rates v Capital Rates

Travers Smith | Share Plan Tax Basics
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 Key Legislation
– Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003: 

• Section 62 (General Earnings); 

• Part 7 (Employment-related Securities);

• Part 7, Chapter 2 (Restricted Securities);

• Part 7, Chapter 5 (Securities Options);

• Part 7, Chapters 6-9 and Schedules 2-5 (Tax-advantaged Share Plans)

– Also: Taxation of Chargeable Gains Act 1992, PAYE Regulations (SI 2003/2682), Social Security 
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992, Social Security Contributions Regulations (SI 2001/1004)

 HMRC manuals and website
– Employment-Related Securities Manual

– Employee Tax Advantaged Share Scheme User Manual 

 For really tricky issues…try SPLG HMRC meeting minutes

Where to find the answer …

Travers Smith | Share Plan Tax Basics
2



Share Option v Share Acquisition 
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Share option (CSOP, 
EMI, SAYE, PSP)

Share acquisition (SIP, 
share offer, growth 

share/JSOP)

Awarded right to acquire shares in future at 
price fixed now 

No interest in shares until option exercised 

Low risk – if shares decrease in value 
(“underwater” or “out of the money”) don’t 

exercise

Gain likely to be subject to IT and NICs unless 
plan is tax-advantaged

Acquire shares from the outset 

Have same rights as other shareholders of 
that class 

Same risk as other shareholders if shares 
decrease in value 

Growth in value should be CGT assuming 
UMV paid upfront and/or 431 election made 

or plan is tax-advantaged (SIP)



Tax-advantaged v non tax-advantaged plans

Travers Smith  Share Plan Tax Basics
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Tax-advantaged Non tax-advantaged

Special tax regime giving capital rather than 
income treatment 

ITEPA Schedules 2-5 (and related part of main 
statute)

Have to meet strict statutory conditions 

CSOP (Part 1), SAYE, SIP, EMI

Income treatment (usually also NICs)

ITEPA section 62/Part 7, Chapters 2-5

Greater flexibility 

CSOP (Part 2), PSP, Growth Shares, Restricted 
Shares



Types of tax-advantaged share plan* 
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Name ITEPA 
section/schedule

Basic features

Share Incentive Plans

(SIP)

Section 488

Schedule 2

• All-employee
• Share ownership
• Free shares (£3,600 max), partnership shares (£1,800 max) and matching shares 

(ratio of up to 2 free matching shares for every partnership share purchased)
• Dividend Shares: Cash dividends paid on SIP shares can be used to buy further 

shares

SAYE Option Schemes (Sharesave) Section 516

Schedule 3

• All-employee
• Share option
• Discount of up to 20% of market value
• Shares purchased through savings made by deductions from salary of £5 - £500 

per month

Company Share Option Plan (CSOP) 
(usual to structure in two parts with 
Part 1 for the grant of tax-advantaged 
options and Part 2 for non tax-
advantaged options)

Section 521

Schedule 4

• Discretionary
• Share option
• Market value options with tax relieved exercise after three years
• Individual limit on options over shares with a market value of £30,000

Enterprise Management Incentives 
(EMI)

Section 527

Schedule 5

• Discretionary
• Share option
• Market value or discounted option with tax relieved exercise (in whole or part)
• Individual limit on options over shares with a market value of £250,000 every 

three years, overall limit of £3m
• Company must have fewer than 250 employees and gross assets not exceeding 

£30 million

*NB: Private companies often can’t meet the statutory criteria so typically offer PSP/LTIP, Restricted Shares, Growth Shares/JSOPs and EMI (if 
criteria met) 



Types of non-tax advantaged share plan 
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Name ITEPA 
section/schedule

Basic features

Performance Share Plans/LTIPs

(PSPs) (also options granted under 
Part 2 of CSOP which provides for 
grant of non tax-advantaged 
options)

Sections 471 - 484

(Part 7 Chapter 5)

• Discretionary
• Share option or conditional share award
• Nil or nominal value exercise/acquisition price
• Usually exercisable/vest after three years subject to satisfaction of 

performance conditions

Restricted Shares Section 62 and 

Part 7 Chapters 2-4

• Usually to a wide range of (but not necessarily all) employees
• Share ownership
• Shares usually purchased at market value and held under nominee 

arrangements for a set amount of time

Phantom options/share appreciation 
rights

Section 62 • Discretionary
• Cash bonuses where amount payable is based on growth in value of a 

notional parcel of shares

Deferred bonus plans Depends on how it is 
structured

• Discretionary
• Part of an individual’s bonus is paid in shares which must be retained for a 

period of time (usually three years)
• A matching element might be provided subject to remaining in employment 

and performance conditions being met.  Usually this will be a non tax-
advantaged share option.

Joint Ownership Plan (JSOP)/growth 
shares

Section 62 and Part 7 
Chapters 2-4

• Discretionary
• Share ownership
• Shares usually purchased at low market value and (in the case of JSOP) held 

jointly with an EBT 
• Like share ownership but only benefit from growth in value above a hurdle



Tax Basics: Share Options

Relevant to: PSP/LTIP, CSOP, 
SAYE, EMI

Special cases: Early exercise 
for CSOP and SAYE, discounted 

EMI options



Assume share option with exercise price equal to 
MV on grant and option holder is a higher rate 
taxpayer.

Tax-Advantaged (CSOP, Sharesave, EMI)
No tax on grant, vesting or exercise
CGT on sale on £250-£100
20% x 150 = £30 tax
Total tax for individual is £30

Non Tax-Advantaged (PSP/LTIP)
Income tax and NICs on exercise on £200-£100
42% x £100 = £42
CGT on sale on £250 - £200
20% x £50 = £10
Total tax and NIC for individual is £52

Share options: tax basics – worked example 

Travers Smith  Share Plan Tax Basics
8

Sell 
(£250)

Exercise (£200)

Grant (£100)
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Special Cases: Company Share Option 
Plans (Part 1*) and Sharesave (SAYE)

9

 Exercise after three years following the date of 
grant:

– No tax on grant, vesting or exercise

– CGT arises on sale on the difference between the 
exercise price and the sale price

Above tax treatment also applies in the case of good leavers 
and certain corporate events within three years of grant

 Other exercise within three years of the date of 
grant:

– No tax on grant or vesting

– Income tax (and for CSOPs only, NICs) arises on exercise 
on the difference between the exercise price and the 
market value at the date of exercise

– CGT arises on sale on the difference between the sale 
price and the market value at the date of exercise

*Options granted under Part 2 of a CSOP are granted as 
non tax-advantaged options and taxed in same way as PSP 
options

How are CSOP and 
Sharesave options 
taxed?
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Special Cases: Enterprise 
Management Incentives (EMI)

10

 Market value EMI options (market value of shares 
can be agreed with HMRC)

– No tax on grant, vesting or exercise

– CGT arises on sale on the difference between the 
exercise price and the sale price

– If the EMI option and/or resulting shares have been 
held for at least two years this will be at the Business 
Asset Disposal relief (formerly Entrepreneur’s Relief) 
rate (10%)

 Discounted EMI options:
– No tax on grant or vesting 

– On exercise, income tax will arise on the difference 
between the exercise price and 
the market value on the date of grant

– CGT arises on sale on the difference between the 
market value on the date of grant and the sale price

– If the EMI option and/or resulting shares have been 
held for at least two years, this will be at the BADR 
(formerly ER) rate (10%)

How are EMI taxed?



Relevant to: Private company 
share offers, growth shares 

and JSOPs and SIPs

Special case: SIPs (as a tax-
advantaged share ownership 

plan)
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Restricted Shares*
 Shares in private companies that are subject to 

restrictions (e.g. leaver provisions in the 
Company's articles of association). Includes 
growth shares and JSOPs.

 The shares will have an actual market value 
(AMV) and an unrestricted market value
(UMV)

 Employees will acquire the shares upfront 
usually paying the UMV for the shares

 Employees will usually sign a "431 election” so 
that if HMRC argue that the shares had a 
higher upfront UMV, income tax should only 
arise on the difference between the actual 
UMV on acquisition and the amount paid by 
the employee on acquisition (and no income 
tax should arise on any subsequent gain in the 
value of the shares)

* Note: different to awards under “restricted share plans” which 
are usually options like PSP awards but without performance 
conditions. 

12

What are Restricted 
Shares?
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Restricted Shares: Tax

 No tax on acquisition if UMV is 
paid by the employee for the 
shares  
 On the sale of the shares CGT will 

arise on the difference between 
the acquisition price and the sale 
price
 Beware Chapter 3D, Part 7 ITEPA 

charges (sale of shares for more 
than market value)
 Valuation is key but cannot be 

agreed with HMRC

13

How are Restricted 
Shares taxed?
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Special Cases: Share Incentive Plans 
(SIPs)

14

• Free, Partnership and Matching Shares

<  3 years: income tax and NICs on market value at date 
of withdrawal

3 – 5 years: income tax and NICs on lower of

(a) market value at date of withdrawal; and

(b) money used to acquire the shares (Partnership 
Shares) or market value on date of award (Free and 
Matching Shares)

> 5 years: no income tax or NICs (also applies in case of 
good leavers and certain corporate events at any time)

• Dividend Shares

< 3 years: taxed as a dividend

> 3 years: no income tax or NICs  (also applies in case of 
good leavers and certain corporate events at any time)

How are SIP awards 
taxed?



What is BADR?
 If an employee qualifies for BADR 

it means the gain they make on 
their restricted shares and/or 
growth shares is subject to CGT at 
the 10% rate rather than the 
ordinary 20% rate

 Lifetime limit on capital gains 
qualifying for BADR of £1m

Business Asset Disposal Relief (BADR), formerly 
“Entrepreneurs’ Relief”

Travers Smith | Share Plan Tax Basics
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The main requirements 

For the entire 2 year period prior to the 
date of sale, the selling shareholder 
must:
• be an employee or officeholder of the 

Company; and
• hold 5% of ordinary share capital of 

the Company by nominal value; and
• hold 5% of the voting rights in the 

Company.
And either:
• be entitled to 5% of the profits and 

assets available for distribution; or
• be entitled to 5% of the proceeds of 

sale



Readily convertible assets (RCAs)
 If shares are RCAs, employer obliged to deduct income tax and employee NIC from employee, 

and pay to HMRC via PAYE (with employer NICs)

• Shares are RCAs if (i) trading arrangements exist/likely to exist or (ii) do not give rise to CT 
deduction (“deemed” RCAs – will generally be the case for shares controlled by another 
unlisted company/PE fund)  

 Additional income tax/NIC charge if deduction from employee is not possible and employee 
does not “make good” within 90 days of the end of the relevant tax year (s 222 ITEPA)

National insurance contributions
 Transfer of employer NICs to employee in certain limited cases

PAYE vs Self-assessment

Tax wording in share plan documentation
 Right to sell shares to fund tax liabilities and to recover from other amounts

 Agreement to pay employer NIC (if applicable)/obligation to sign 431 election

PAYE and National 
Insurance 

Travers Smith | Share Plan Tax Basics
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Examples – EMI option

17

Mahesh

What’s Mahesh's story?
• Mahesh started working for 

ABC Limited in 2017 a few 
years after it was set up

• In 2018 he was granted an EMI 
option over 1,000 shares in 
ABC Limited with an exercise 
price of 1p per share (which 
was agreed with HMRC as 
market value)

• ABC Limited went from 
strength to strength and in 
2019, Mahesh received a letter 
saying that an offer had made 
by XYZ Limited to acquire all of 
the shares in ABC Limited at a 
price of £10 per share 

• Mahesh exercised his option 
and sold the resulting shares to 
XYZ Limited

What’s Mahesh's gain?

• Mahesh made a "gain" of 
£9,990 on his option

How is Mahesh taxed?

• No income tax on exercise of 
option

• All of Mahesh's gain is within 
his CGT annual allowance and 
therefore he gets to keep the 
full £9,990 without any tax 
arising



Example – Non tax-advantaged option

18

What’s Claire's story?

• Claire started working for XYZ 
Limited in 2017 

• In 2018 she was granted a non 
tax-advantaged option over 
1,000 shares in XYZ Limited with 
an exercise price of 1p per share

• XYZ Limited went from strength 
to strength and in 2019, Claire 
received a letter saying that an 
offer had been made by 123 
Limited to buy all of the shares 
in XYZ Limited at a price of £10 
per share 

• Claire exercised her option and 
immediately sold the resulting 
shares to 123 Limited

What’s Claire's gain?

• Claire made a "gain" of 
£9,990 on her option

How is Claire taxed?

• Claire is an additional rate 
taxpayer and is subject to 
income tax (at 45%) on the 
gain on exercise

• Shares are RCAs (due to the 
offer) so employee's national 
insurance contributions (2%) 
are also due (employer’s NICs 
were not transferred)

• No CGT, as shares immediately 
sold following exercise

• £4,695.30 deducted from sale 
proceeds and goes to HMRC 
under PAYE, and Claire gets to 
keep £5,294.70

Elissavet



Example – Growth shares

19

What’s Tom's story?

• Tom started working for ZZZ Limited 
in 2016 

• In 2017 he acquired 1,000 growth 
shares in ZZZ Limited for 10p per 
growth share (being the UMV of 
those shares at that time). Iffat 
made a 431 election 

• In 2018, Tom left ZZZ Limited but 
was allowed to keep her growth 
shares

• In 2019, ZZZ Limited was sold and 
the value of the growth shares was 
£500 per growth share

What’s Tom's gain?

• Tom's gain is £499,900

How is Tom taxed?

• No income tax as 431 election

• All of Tom's gain should be subject 
to CGT, with the first £12,300 
subject to the CGT annual 
exemption and the remaining 
amount (£487,600) at the 20% rate. 
She did not meet the requirements 
for BADR.

• This means £97,520 in CGT 
(payable via self-assessment)

• Net proceeds of £402,380

Iffat
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Employee Benefit 
Trusts

Why are offshore EBTs used

 Offshore trusts are not subject to UK capital gains 
tax

 UK EBTs may benefit from a CGT exemption, but not 
in all circumstances

 Offshore trusts will still be subject to UK income tax 
on UK source income (such as dividends)

Main tax points to be aware of

 Potential inheritance tax charges

 Loans to participator charges

 Disguised remuneration

20



Questions?
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Key considerations

− Ensuring 100% ownership of target

− Employee/director-owned shares and options (both tax-advantaged 

and non-tax advantaged)

− EMI options

− CT deductions

− EBTs

− The SPA (and related documents)
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Ensuring 100% ownership of target

Sellers

- Will (probably) want to ensure 
that they sell 100% of the 
issued and to be issued share 
capital of target

Buyers

- Will want to ensure that they 
acquire 100% of the issued and to 
be issued share capital of target

• All options must be exercised on, or before, completion and if not, 
they must lapse on completion

• Consider getting PoA’s from employees who have shares/options 
which allows the attorney to sign documents on their behalf
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Employee/director owned shares and options

− Do your due diligence diligently!

− Look at plan rules and award documents:
• Is vesting of awards accelerated on an exit?

• What is the definition of “exit” and does it cater for the circumstances at 
hand?

• Do options lapse on completion if not exercised?

• What are the exercise mechanics? Is there “cashless exercise?

− If shares/options are tax advantaged, is all the right paperwork 
available? e.g. valuations, notifications etc 
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Option issues - EMI

− Qualification of company

− Disqualifying events?

− Qualification of option agreement

• Have restrictions been notified?

• Have working time declarations been signed?

− Notification issues
• Proof

− Agreed valuations

− Almost always something wrong…!
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Corporation tax deduction on option exercises 

− Automatic CT deduction on exercise of option (or other acquisition of 
employee shares)

− Deduction for employing company

− Asset of target

− Who benefits? And how?
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Issues with EBTs

− Can be a nightmare!

− Consider (and ideally involve trustees) EARLY

− What shares does the EBT hold?

− And what can it do with them (or proceeds)? Can they be used to satisfy the 

exercise of options? Or will EBT sell shares directly and pay bonuses post 

completion?

• If target is a close company, there are restrictions on who can benefit 

depending on the drafting (broadly, individuals who hold 5% or more of the 

share capital (e.g. directors) as they will be “participators” – adverse tax 

consequences if they do benefit)

− Does buyer want to keep EBT post-completion? If not, it will need to be wound 

up (as a post-completion action)
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The SPA

− Will you be getting PoA’s to aid the signing/completion process?

− Will there be a “minority SPA”?

− Will minority shareholders/optionholders be giving warranties and 

indemnities in the SPA?

− Will minority shareholders/optionholders bear any transaction costs?
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Any questions…..?
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KEY QUESTIONS

PUBLIC M&A SHARE PLAN ASPECTS

KEY 
QUESTIONS

2 Will the Takeover Code apply? 

3 How does the takeover affect Target 
share plans?

4 What is the offer consideration?

5 What will be done to retain and incentivise 
Target employees after the takeover?

1 Is there a general offer or a scheme 
of arrangement?
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TIMETABLE OF AN AGREED 
GENERAL OFFER

PUBLIC M&A SHARE PLAN ASPECTS

DAY -28 
Announcement 

of bid (2.7)

DAY 0

Post Offer 
Document

DAY 21

First closing 
date

DAY 60

Last date offer 
unconditional 

as to 
acceptances

DAY 81

Last date 
declare offer 

wholly 
unconditional

Usual trigger 
date under 
share plans

DAY 46

Last date 
bidder can 

improve offer

21 day period
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EXAMPLE TIMETABLE FOR A 
SCHEME OF ARRANGEMENT

PUBLIC M&A SHARE PLAN ASPECTS

DAY -28 
Announcement 

of bid (2.7)

DAY 0

Scheme 
document 

posted

DAY 21

Voting 
Record Date

DAY 40

Court 
sanctions 
Scheme

6PM DAY 40

Scheme 
record time

Trigger date 
for some 

share plans

DAY 23

Shareholder 
meetings: 

“Court” and 
general 
meeting

DAY 41

Effective date 
of Scheme

Trigger date 
for some 

share plans
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STAGES OF PUBLIC M&A
PRE 2.7/OFFER BY BIDDER

PUBLIC M&A SHARE PLAN ASPECTS

Key issue for Bidder 
is how many shares 
it will have to buy.

100,000?
?

? ?
?

2
Bid-side carries out due diligence:

• What are Target plans?

• What is impact on Target plans? 

• maximum new shares needed?

31
Before announcement, 
Bidder decides what to 
pay for Target shares.
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STAGES OF PUBLIC M&A
2.7/CO-OPERATION AGREEMENT/ 
DIRECTOR IRREVOCABLES

PUBLIC M&A SHARE PLAN ASPECTS

Negotiate key points on 
share plans.

1

Key points agreed in Co-operation 
Agreement.

• Remember Practice Statement 24.

• Can cover matters other than share 
plans for employees.

• Consider any securities law restrictions 
and impact on tax qualifying plans if 
consideration includes shares.

4

High level disclosure in 
2.7 on impact on share 
plans.

2
Sources and bases in 
2.7 locks down number 
of new shares needed.

3

Director Irrevocables – commitment to 
vote in favour of offer. 

Check for restrictions on e.g. ability to 
sell to cover, tax-qualifying plans.

5

All documents made public.
6
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STAGES OF PUBLIC M&A
OFFER/SCHEME DOCUMENT AND
RULE 15 LETTERS

PUBLIC M&A SHARE PLAN ASPECTS

• Rule 15 proposal letters to go out at same time 
as shareholder doc (or get Panel approval 
for later).

• Explains impact of transaction and any choices 
for participants.

• Options vs. awards = Rule 15 proposal 
letter needed?

• Must give at least 21 days for responses.

• Prepare Panel checklists for financial advisors 
to sign.

• Submit letters and checklists to Panel 
once sent.

Rule 15 letters

• Document to Target shareholders includes 
disclosures on share plans.

• For schemes, will include amendment 
to articles of association.

Shareholder document
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STAGES OF PUBLIC M&A
BEFORE OFFER GOES 
UNCONDITIONAL/COURT SANCTION

PUBLIC M&A SHARE PLAN ASPECTS

What shares 
needed where 

and when.
Involve EBT?

Check when 
Board meetings 

are/delegate 
authority.

Set up mechanics 
for dealing with 

unexercised 
options after Offer 

goes unconditional/
Court Sanction.
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STAGES OF PUBLIC M&A
CRUNCH TIME AND BEYOND

PUBLIC M&A SHARE PLAN ASPECTS

Confirm actions needed complete. If proposals include rollover or cash 
cancellation, ensure these are 
granted/cancelled and help with 
calculations.
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WHAT PROPOSALS?

PUBLIC M&A SHARE PLAN ASPECTS

Minimum:

• Vest/allow exercise and accept.

1

Alternatives:

• Rollover.

• Cash cancellation

– Corporation tax deduction

– Securities law restrictions

– Restrictions on ability to use 
new shares

– Financial assistance.

2

SAYE voluntary 
payroll?

4

Decisions of RemCo.

• Performance conditions.

• Time pro-rating.

5

Post offer retention?
7

SIPs.
6

SAYE 
compensation?

3
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KEY PARTIES

PUBLIC M&A SHARE PLAN ASPECTS

• Number of shares.
• Funding – loans or gifts?

Obtain 
information 

from trustees

Surplus cash

Insufficient 
shares

• Use in future e.g. 
bonuses or repay loans?

• Issue shares?
• Purchase on market 

(cost/liquidity)?

Employee trusts Registrars 
• Issuing shares and arranging payment 

of consideration.

HMRC 
• Voluntary payroll for SAYE.

Printers 
• Depends how Rule 15 letters are 

sent out.

Financial advisors
• Recommendation, checklists, 

consent letter.

The Panel 
• Watch out for Rule 21 and Rule 16 as 

well as Rule 15.
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CONCLUSIONS

PUBLIC M&A SHARE PLAN ASPECTS

2
Number of 
technical 
issues….

1
All takeovers 
are different.

3
…. But 
practicalities are 
important.

4
The more we
co-operate at an 
early stage, the 
easier our lives 
will be!
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About Tapestry
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boutique law firm
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Overview

• Why global plans?
• Project management
• Practical issues
• Legal and tax issues
• Approaches to global compliance
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Why do companies operate global plans?

• The “normal reasons” plus
o Global consistency and uniformity/fairness
o To facilitate mobility
o Global brand identity

• But…
o Perceived cost and complexity
o Differing local rules 
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Project management

• A global plan is much more effort than a 
national plan – why is this?
o Geography
o Currency
o National laws
o National tax
o Different cultures

• Educate management as to what is involved
• Design an efficient process
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Practical issues

• Plan types and structures
o Home country
o Individual countries
o Global / Umbrella

• Costs
o Sourcing shares
o Legal / compliance
o Administration / documentation

• Mobile employees
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Going global: rules to assess

• Securities laws
• Exchange control regulations
• Tax
• Banking regulations
• Employment laws
• Data protection
• Company law issues
• Financial services regulations
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Securities laws

• Laws regulating share transactions  
o offer / issuing / sale 

• Offering shares usually requires a 
prospectus  
o Exemptions

o Amending the plan
o Filings
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Exchange control regulations

• Exchange control regulations
o Money going out
o Money coming in
o Holding foreign assets

o Duty to repatriate funds
o Filings, notifications or consents
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Tax

• Individual (income tax)
o When is tax triggered?
o Withholding?
o Social Security?
o Individual tax reporting?

• Company (corporation tax)
o Corporate tax deduction?
o Reporting?
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Approaches to global compliance

• Type of approach:
o Bespoke reports 
o Database report
o Feasibility reports 
o ‘Self-service’ access

• Choice of approach
o Company risk approach
o Jurisdictions 
o Employee numbers
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Checklist

• Project management – lots to consider!
• Practical issues – best plan structure?
• Compliance issues: 

o Legal

o Regulatory
o Tax

• Approach to global compliance 
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Any questions?

Sarah Bruce
Senior Associate
Tapestry Compliance
sarah.bruce@tapestrycompliance.com
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Thank you!
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Topics

─ Basics of EBTs 

─ Why they might be used

─ Setting up an EBT

─ Tax

NOT

─ Specialist Trusts – SIP, EOT

─ Disguised Remuneration

─ Tax avoidance case law – Rangers

─ Trust Registration Service / FATCA

Introduction to EBTs 2
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Jargon

─ EBTs or ESOT

─ Section 86 Trust – section 86 IHTA 1984:
• A trust that does not permit any of the settled property to be applied otherwise than 

for the benefit of (a) persons of a class defined by reference to employment in a 
particular trade or profession, or employment by, or office with, a body carrying on 
a trade, professional or undertaking, or (b) persons of a class defined by reference 
to marriage to or civil partnership with, or relationship to, or dependence on, 
persons of a class defined as mentioned in paragraph (a) above.

─ Employee Share Scheme – section 1166 CA 2006
• A scheme for encouraging or facilitating the holding of shares in or debentures of a 

company by or for the benefit of (a) the bona fide employees or former employees 
of (i) the company, (ii) any subsidiary of the company, or (iii) the company’s 
holding company or any subsidiary of the company’s holding company, or (b) the 
spouses, civil partners, surviving spouses, surviving civil partners, or minor children 
or step-children of such employees or former employees.

Introduction to EBTs 3
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Basics

─ Discretionary trust

─ Class of beneficiaries are employees or former employees and 
their families

─ Onshore trust

─ Offshore trust

Introduction to EBTs 4
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Golden Rules

─ Discretionary

─ Must act in the best interests of the class of beneficiaries

─ Can only benefit beneficiaries

─ Cannot benefit settlor or any group companies

Introduction to EBTs 5
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Why might a company want an EBT?

─ Buying shares from leavers

─ Warehousing shares

─ Creating an internal market

─ Satisfying nil cost share awards

─ Hedging

─ Nominee arrangements

Introduction to EBTs 6
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Setting up an EBT

─ Identify Trustees – onshore or offshore

─ KYC / CDD / AML

─ Trust Deed
• Powers and Duties of Trustees:  accumulate, hold, apply
• Identify the Beneficiaries:

• Employees and immediate relations
• Group companies
• Exclude local residents
• Exclude 5% participators – any shareholder holding 5% or more of any class of shares
• Residuary beneficiary

• Exclude Company/Group from benefit
• Perpetuity Period – 125 years
• Restriction on Voting / Dividends
• Indemnity

─ Letter of Wishes / Recommendation

─ Initial Settlement Funds

─ Section 218 Notification

Introduction to EBTs 7
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Other documents

─ Share Sourcing Agreement / Linking Agreement / Operating 
Agreement

─ Funding the EBT
• Gift
• Loan
• Financial assistance / Capital maintenance

─ Nominee Agreements

─ Further Letters of Wishes / Recommendation

Introduction to EBTs 8
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UK Tax

─ Income Tax – onshore/offshore Trusts

─ Capital Gains Tax – onshore/offshore Trusts

─ Inheritance Tax – Section 86 Trusts:
• Avoids 10-yearly and exit IHT charges
• Section 13 IHTA – gifts by close companies; exclude participators

─ Loans to participators (close companies)
• Deposit with HMRC, returned if loan repaid
• Income tax if loan written off

Introduction to EBTs 9
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Questions?
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